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Computing is using 8% of world’s 
electricity & doubling every decade

Growing demand for computing power

THE CHALLENGE

N.Jones, Nature 561, 163 (2018)
A. Andrae & T. Edler, Challenges 6, 117–157 (2015)



Computing energy loss through heat

~70% more computations each year

~40% less energy consumed per 

computation each year 
“No Moore?” The Economist (2013)

THE CHALLENGE



THE OPPORTUNITY

The current, silicon-based technology will stop becoming more efficient in the as Moore’s law comes to an end

Reduce the energy used in IT – new electronic devices with vastly lower energy per computation



Approach 1: Topological insulators – electricity only conducts along their edges and strictly 
in one direction without the back scattering that causes energy to be wasted

Approach 2: Exciton superfluid – scattering is prohibited by quantum statistics, so charge 
carriers can flow without resistance

Approach 3: Light-transformed materials – zero-resistance paths for electrical current can 
be created by forcing matter to adopt a new distinct topological state using light

These pathways are enabled by the new science of two-dimensional, atomically thin 
materials

And the global expertise in nano-fabrication of functional devices.

ONE GOAL – THREE APPROACHES



ONE GOAL – THREE APPROACHES



New science of atomically thin materials

Geim, Nature (2013)



Electricity can flow with near-zero resistance in new materials

New types of electronic conduction without resistance (at room temperature)



FLEET Leadership and Achievements

World leader in topological field-
effect transistors

World leader in devices for room-
temperature exciton-polariton 

dissipationless transport

World leading interdisciplinary 
collaboration in non-equilibrium 

condensed matter

First observation of room-temperature 
dissipationless flow of exciton-polaritons 
over 10s of microns in 2D 
semiconductors 

First viable path to large-area devices:
- Liquid metal synthesis of 2D Ga2O3 on 

liquid Ga. First large-area passivation 
layer for 2D semiconductors

- Spin-off company (LM Plus) to 
develop liquid-metal synthesis 
techniques

First demonstration of electric-field 
switching of topology

Showed topological transistors can 
overcome conventional limit to switch at 
lower energy 

Three foundational patents applied for 
on this technology

Topological Insulator Electronics Devices 
recognized in the 2020 edition of the IEEE 
International Roadmap for Devices and 
Systems

Built unique collaborative network with 
expertise in atomic condensates, exciton
polaritons, and topological electronic 
systems

Key to understand prospects for ultrafast 
(>THz) switching – science is almost 
completely unexplored

New capacity in Australia for study of 
electron, exciton, and atomic systems far 
from equilibrium at ultrafast time scales

Probed collective "negative temperature" 
nonequilibrium states of atomic 
condensates



 Energy consumption by electronics is a pressing problem
 Low energy electronics require novel materials and devices
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